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Source: “The Irish Involvement in the Abolition of Slavery (1787-1840)” Joyce Fereres. ! Abolitionism = period when fierce & obstinate battles for emancipation of the Catholics were exploding on Irish soil. I.



Irish slaves & Irish slave traders 1) White slaves:



! Slavery was instituted as 1627 in the Br WI. In 1640s, the Br gov understood that white slave labor was beneficial to the colonial plantations. Hundreds of people from the Br Isles were captured and crammed into ships and transported to the colonies. 2) Irish slaves ! The reign of Oliver Cromwell after the English Civil War was the starting point of a period of oppression & suffering of the subject Irish pop. ! During the period 1652 to 1659, about 50.000 people of Irish origin were, agst their cill, shipped to br imperial colonies to serve as slave labor in the plantations. ! Those who were barbadosed were sold as slaves or indentured servants to Br planters. ! Later on, while the African trade was flourishing, the Irish population was decreasing during the course of time as a result of being worked to death. 3) Irish slave traders ! Many Irish people fled their own country to escape poverty & sailed across the Irish Sea to the shores of England. A vast nb of them arrived in Liverpool and they found work in loading and unloading the largest ships in the world. In the course of time, a few Irish merchants & captains appear to have been engaged in the ST. ! The new Irish immigrants had the possibility of integrating into an initially holstile pop only by proving that they cd be more brutal in their oppression of Af Americans than the natives. ! The imptce of the Irish in global dvpts surrounding the ST cannot be denied. Black slavery made the fortune of some Irish abroad as they participated in the ST & in the establishment



of slave plantations in the Caribbean. ! Throughout the Irish Diaspora 2 opposite attitudes matter: an Irish affinity with oppressed peoples, & activities of numerous individuals who profited from the ST. Although Irishmen of all backgrounds had a connection with slavery, very little of the ST profits actually ended up in Ireland. ! The economic rise of a Catho middle class benefiting from slavery had a political & social consequence: led this newly-born bourgeoisie to look for political representation. Paradoxically, the representation of Catho required their Emancipation, which, in turn, opened the way for the emancipation of slaves in gnl. II. Towards abolition 1) Catholic emancipation: Daniel O’Connell, the Liberator ! The economic & political evolution of the Catho led the Catho leader Daniel O’Connell to endorse the fight agst slavery & to give it a political dimension. ! The Catho emancipation and the abo of clavery were closely linked. The emancipation Act of 1829 was the first step towards the abo of slavery (1833) which freed all whites slaves as well as bl slaves. O’Connell was conscious of the fact that his fight for the freedom of the Irish Catho was also a fight for the freedom of all slaves. 2) The pro-slavery movement: interests and arguments 3) The abolitionist movement (1783-1788): struggle and organization ! [résumé de choses déjà connues]. III. The Irish voice in the fight for the Abolition of Slavery ! Daniel O’Connell was well known throughout Ireland as “the Liberator”. At a time when Catholics were prohibited from holding public office, he had led the campaign for Catho emancipation. ! He first entered Pt in 1830. A year before, he denounced slavery and American hypocrisy. His attacks were particularly scathing and made the Americans resentful of him. ! Nonetheless, he received encouragements from American gps, though his declarations were severe. He was encouraged to go further in his denunciations for the slaves’ sake. ! O’Connell had many causes for which to struggle. The three main issues started with the Catho emancipation, followed by the repeal of the Union Act of 1800 (unification of Pts) and



the abo of slavery. The 3 issues were all grounded on freedom, each connected to the other.
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